Report to EHTPA Council re the Working Group meeting on Thursday 31 st January
The Working Group (WG) met on 31st January attended by the following WG members
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Also present were a number of officials from the MHRA including, the Director of the Policy
Division, Jonathan Mogford , Dr Linda Anderson (MHRA Licensing Division) and Andrea
Farmer (herbal medicines policy). Others attending are mentioned below.
The meeting began at 10 am with introductions which were then followed by two
presentations. The first, ‘scene setting - background to date,’ was by Julie Bishop (MHRA
Team Leader, Policy Co-ordination). She gave a brief history of regulation of the herbal
sector since 2000.
The second presentation was from Mark Wilson (MHRA legal adviser). He explained that
legal action taken by the European Commission v Poland over that Member State’s (MS) use
of Article 5.1 had found Poland in breach of European medicines law (April 2012). In the
light of this, he said that the Commission had advised the MHRA that use of Article 5.1 of
directive 2001/83/EC for permitting third party supply of manufactured herbal medicines to
practitioners following SR would also breach EU law. Mark Wilson said that the Commission
had advised that the exemptions provided by Article 5.1 (so-called ‘specials’ legislation)
could only be used in exceptional circumstances.
There remain many important questions to be asked about this presentation as its detail was
unclear in several respects, not the least because legal advice taken by the EHTPA provides
opinion that apparently diametrically opposes this point of view. Members of the WG will be
asking for written responses to a number of questions about this presentation.
There then followed a presentation by the Chair, Professor David Walker, regarding the
purpose of this review. He said that he understood that there was considerable frustration
about the delay on regulation of the herbal sector but that Dr Dan Poulter, the Minister
responsible for regulation, needed to review the case for SR again in view of the ruling about
article 5.1 by the Commission.
During a scheduled roundtable discussion, a series of comments from the members of the
WG followed. It was pointed out that the 2000 report from the House of Lords’ Select
Committee on Science and Technology and subsequent two Pittilo reports had all
recommended that SR for herbalists should go ahead immediately on the basis of providing
public safety whilst maintaining public choice to consult a herbal practitioner. The matter of
medicines provision was also of vital importance but SR was not dependent on the outcome
of the discussion about this matter. Throughout the meeting, all who spoke appeared in
favour of SR and, at the end of the WG meeting, the Chair acknowledged that, whilst
everyone’s view had not been heard, there appeared to be general support for SR in the WG.
The Chair also heard that there were concerns about the draft terms of reference (ToR) as
circulated. In particular, it was pointed out that the proposed timetable would have the
Committee report to the Minister just before the next General Election and this would
effectively add further unacceptable delay. The Chair replied that the WG must do its
designated job and that this would take as long as it needed.
It was also pointed out by members of the WG that the statement in the ToR that there were
‘constraints preventing statutory regulation which are posed by existing EU legislation’ was
misleading as the regulation of health professionals was not determined by European law but
was left to each MS to decide. The point was also made that voluntary regulation (VR) could
not prevent any unqualified person from setting themselves up to practise and VR also

provided no reliable quality assurance of herb supply by practitioners to their patients. On the
other hand, SR could enable both these issues to be resolved.
There followed two Group Discussions led by Chair and Vice-chair regarding the ToR. One
group focused on medicines law and the other on SR itself. The outcome of these
deliberations led the Chair to say that all options were open and that the MHRA officials
would redraft the ToR in the light of comments made about them and represent the ToR at
the next meeting to be held sometime in April. The Chair also said that the matter of public
safety leading to the need for SR should also be revisited at the next meeting.
The meeting closed at midday.
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